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Beinecke. In this edition, many ornaments (tnrns,
mordents, etc.) of questionable authenticity have been
retained, but enclosed in parentheses, thus leaving it to
the - discretion of the player whether they should be
observed or ignored.
It is a matter of regret that modern editors are not
wholly agreed as to the proper rendering of certain signs,
since this disagreement is a prolific source of varied
notations in different editions. In one, we find a turn
directly over a note, where, in another, it stands juBt at
the right, between two notes. This, perhaps, is caused
by the fact that one person regards a turn as a melodic
figure of five notes, beginning on the note on which it
stands, while another teaches that it is a figure of but
four notes, beginning above the printed note. Another
of the much disputed points, is as to the effect of a dot
over only the second of two slurred notes that otherwise
would be tied; one contending that it merely shortens
the second note, while another insists that the dot thus
placed causes the second note to be struck again. This
particular differeite of notation occurs repeatedly be¬
tween the Peters-(Leipzig) edition of Bach’s Two-Voiced
Inventions, and that from Breitkoff and Haertel. In the
latter occur numerous examples of tied notes, as
commonly written, the same notes in the Peters edition
having a dot at the end of the tie. Now, does the dot
annul the effect of the tie, causing the second note to be
struck, or does it merely shorten the note ? Abnndant
evidence seems to exist to prove the former to be the
rule, and if this be true, the dot should not be there.
Only in recent editions of thiB well-known work has the
dot been so used, showing it to have been inserted by
some modern reviser. Bach is difficult enough, at the
best; hut with so contradictory marks of phrasing as the
foregoing, the young teacher, in turning from one edition
to the other,, as presented by various pupils, is wholly at
a loss as to the proper rendering—at least we must so
infer, .from the many questions that come to us regarding
this very matter.
Ifea certain movement of one of the Mozart Sonatas in
Frnajor, where the hands cross, one edition carries the
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strings seen in the sunlight afford interesting illustration
of principles clearly explained in Sedley Taylor’s
“ Science of Music,” and if, this simple and interesting
treatise is followed by Tyndall “On Sound,’’the student
will gain a satisfactory knowledge of acoustics. Those
who wish to make a more exhaustive study of this
fascinating subject will be interested to continue with
Helmholtz,
The first efforts in piano playing must be directed
toward execution in its broadest sense.
The fingers
must be trained, a musical touch must be obtained, the
musical faculties developed, and the musical taste
formed. Technical exercises should be practiced daily
' and without notes, that the hands maj&be watched and
bad habits avoided; the mind must be directed to the
correct muscular motions and sensations, and perfect
freedom and conscious control acquired. Preparatory
technical exercises may be directly followed by Plaidy,
Tausig, “ Gradus ad Parnassum,” Clementi-Tausig and
Kullak’a “Method" of Octaves,” together with the
Ultudes of Cramer, Heller and Bach’s “Invention's.”
For pieces,. Mendelssohn’s “Songs Without Words,”
and Mozart’s Sonatas may be reached by as direct a
course as possible, supplemented by the sonatas of
Weber, Beethoven, Schubert apd finally those of Chopin
and Schumann. In connection with the classical, which
includes fugues, suites and. sonatas, standard musical
literature should be studied, pieces of single form, such
as the Berceuse, Barcarolle, Romance, Impromptu,
Fantasia, etc. ; pieces by Weber, Jensen, Bargiel,
Moszkowski, Scharwenka, Raff, Rubinstein, ^Chopin,
Schumann, Liszt, etc. An extended course should in¬
clude the best piano music of all periods. In connection
with original piano music, history and biography should
be studied.
Hunt’s history is very concise, Ritter’s
and Fillmore’s will be found very interesting and instructive. There are obtainable interesting biographies
of all the great masters, .and collections of their letters
are translated by Lady Wallace. Ehlert’s “ Letters on
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read, write, or what not; but when we come to the study
of pianoforte playing, most of us, reversing this order,
act first, think last, and play too fast. Here lies the
root of the difficulty, and until the pupil can form the
habit of ordering the muscles from the mind, much of
his practice will go for naught.
In order to do this, divide the piece in hand into
sections of a phrase each, writing the proper fingering
over each note. Now, taking the right hand alone, play
through the first phrase, say ten times, very carefully and
slowly, and without the slightest mistake.
This can
only be done by thinking: out each note with the proper
fingering and touch that belong to it, before striking the
key. Follow these ten repetitions by ten more at a
faster tempo, and keep increasing the speed with each ten
. repetitions till the phrase can be played through easily
and perfectly in the proper time. If the slightest mistake
should appear, return to the slow practice. After treat¬
ing the left hand in the same manner, the two hands
may be played together, at first very slowly, then by
degrees faster, till the proper tempo is reached.
Take up the second phrase in the same manner, and
when it is learned, play through the two phrases a
number of times, and as each succeeding phrase is
joined to those previously learned, repeat the whole
passage from the beginning in order to remove any tendency to stop or stumble between the phrases. Con¬
tinue in this way t» the end of the piece. When a pas¬
sage presenting peculiar difficulties is encountered,
practicing with accents will be found very helpful.
Take, for example, the first arpeggio in Mason’s “ Silver
Spring,” and dividing it into groups of six notes each,
play the entire arpeggio through ten or twenty times,
giving a marked accent to the first note of each group.
Then go through the Bame number of repetitions with
the accent upon the second note of the group, and so on
till the accent has been placed upon each note in turn.
As this calls for an accent from each finger in succession,
the value of the practice in equalizing the fingers will be
, roadily appreciated.
Care should be taken to deliver
the accent entirely from the finger, not from the wrist or
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I ftould define classical music as such music as is uni¬ laws, no comprehension
versally recognized by cultured judges to be the best— keenest, fullest, most p
music displaying a high order of talent and originality, mood and meaning.
rich in ideas, logically treated, and developed with and a sensitive sonl, a
masterly skill.—T. V. Flagler.
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Music is almost all we have of heaven on earth.— higher degrees, more r
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True skill consists not in correcting, but in avoiding were moved to the pro
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a very slow and frequent practice.
his brother musicians,
Every key of Handel’s harpsichord, by incessant prac¬
quently wearied by lon
tice, was hollowed like the bowl of a spoon.
technicalities of the ar
You listen to an admired pianist, whose touch seems of mood in this partic
miraculous, and, as his fingers glide rapidly over the ment ; bat he woald fin
keys, you almost imagine that they are instinct with mnsical people of artis
thought and feeling oozing from their tips, as if the soul
Alas, the profession
had left its inner seat to descend'into his hand'. But on for a note of pathos,
inquiry you learn that from the age pf six or eight to melody, bated breath i
manhood he sat on the piano stool from morning till tinglings of the nerves
night, practicing almost without interruption, except for ing blood for the swing
mealB and elementary instruction, and that incessant toil The tear as it rises is c
was the price of the skill which affects us like magic,
clear to observe with
“ I now feel more vividly than ever what a heavenly peculiar manipulation
calling art is, and for this also I have to thank my to produce the desired

say, none at all. Accent where the rhythm and the in¬
tensity of the thought requires it, and nowhere else.
This is the whole story, and if you answer that you cannot
tell where the.thought is intended to be the most intense,
I reply that this is exactly the same case as that of a
-reader who cannot tell which word of the sentence is
the one where the idea culminates. Your education is
defective, but all you have to do is to change your standpo int of study. Study for what there is in the music,
and not for what the composer or the careless proof¬
reader may have wrapped around it in the way of slurs
and things. A phrase of two tones begins with an accen t under certain conditions, which I have formulated
to the best of my-ability-in the first book of Phrasing ;
hut this does not preclude another accent upon the very
_
_
J
next tone.
W. S. B. -M.
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' Ans.—In the*European harmonium the stops are numThe °|d ada«e‘, “ Whate
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The G means Grand Organ, a knob which draws all of than in giving music lesson
the stops. American organB use a knee stop or swell, tjombard says in an article r
and the European an ordinary stop. The G with a mark
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Fig. 2 represents the natural position of the hand and
wnst in striking the chord C, E, G, C. Since the thnmb
is much shorter than the other fingers, it takes its posi¬
tion below them. Those who have studied the ordinary
keyboard will remember that it is often difficult, and at
times quite impossible, to execute certain passages
__* 11
i.T_ ____„*_
strictly legato ; especially
is 4.1.*
this the
case with arpeggios,
extended chords, and passages of thirds, etc., etc. The
passing under of the thumb in scales and arpeggios be¬
comes on the-new keyboard-at once simple and easily
accomplished. The keys of the improved keyboard do
not lie perfectly horizontal, but are inclined-somewhat
toward the player. This could not be welL shown in
Fig. 1, it is. more clearly represented in Fig. 2. The
object of this arrangement is easily explained from a
physical standpoint. Since the motion of the arm is
never exactlyvertical, but . directed slightly from the
player, it follows that great economy of power is ob¬
tained thereby. The slightly inclined position of the
keys takes place precisely in the direction of the motion
of the arm. This inclined tendency of the keys is an
advantage; it enables the player to obtain that position
of the wrist recommended by Liszt, without, however,
necessitating any effort on the part of the player. The
keyboard is in reality
Keyooaru
reaniy bent
Dent toward
Mmara tbe
tne wriat
wrist, Figs.
mgs. 8
a
and 4 illustrate this position. The latter showing the
position of the keys of the improved keyboard.
One of the most important advantages of the improved
keyboard 1b, that the hands can cross each other without
interference. This is eiusily accomplished, since one
hand may take an upper manual while the other hand
manipulates the lower row.
.
Another evident advantage consists in the increase of
span. It is now. possible for the smallest hand to grasp
with facility chords of the tenth and twelfth, conse-
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by that unmusical, having only an ordinary ear for time
and tune, and you are obliged to be his teacher, on
the violin—I pity you. In this case of dullness, the
“ brightening up ” process will probably be slow, if sure.
There can be.no unvarying recipe given, I think, as
each case of dullness has its own peculiarity; but still,
on general principles, I would advise you m your les¬
sons to talk cheerfully, brightly, encourage where pos¬
sible ; praise frequently; dull pupils need this stimulus
often where bright ones would be harried by its too
frequent use. Encourage questions ; compel a clearly
put question, that the pupil may understand his own
idea, then answer, as clearly and in as . few words as
possible.
If he becomes sleepy over his lesson let him rest a
moment while you relate some laughable anecdote—
something pertaining to the lesson, if possible—then let
him begin again. Don’t give him too—long lessons to
learn; make them interesting and varied ; introduce
some pieces for violin and piano as soon as he can play
them,, insisting upon the regular practice of his more
technical studies as well. Teach him that as much de¬
pends on quality as quantity in practice. Strive to
interest him in his work, and in his teacher. If he likes
and respects his teacher he will improve very much
faster than if he does not. Shun the wretched habit of
self-correction. Illustration is valuable, that is, if nicely
presented. I will close with annotation from a lecture
on the “Art of Teaching,” given ..by one of our most
eminent teachers: —
“ Don’t make complex a thing that is simple I Be in
earnest; faithful to students; study their dispositions.
Be a good model. Be a performer as well as a teacher;
if not, youtnay be able to point out the way, but cannot
lead.”—M. G. 0,

- False Economy.—-There iB an idea prevalent that it
matters very little whether a teacher for the piano is a
thorough musician or not, if only beginners are in the
class. Many persons cannot understand why a music
.teacher should be thorough in his art, any more than a
§| ::'A teacher of the alphabet should be an educated person,
g
At-first glance there is some appearance of plausibility
in i,he idea ; but when we take into account that music
is an art as well as a science, and habits are impercep¬
tibly formed in the art skill, while the scientific part is
being acquired, ft is plain to see that a thorough teacher
>
is as much required for a beginner as a more advanced
pupil. It takes a person who is quick to perceive and
.'detect the first tendency of an evu habit, and this only
S , can be done, we claim, by a good musical scholar, not a
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the past year; therefore we will call attention to the table
of contents, found on another page. We hope to ad¬
vance the coming year, and to have you for one of our
regular subscribers. In fact, we mean to make The
Etude so valuable and helpful,that you cannot afford to
do without it.
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superior in many practical points to those generally in “Edition De Luxe,” it i
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finely fingered. We will
It is carefully graded, no difficulties appearing until of January, and this offe
they are prepared for by the preceding pieces. Every will import only as man
new idea or thing is fully, clearly and concisely explained for by that time. The o
and illustrated. Not only how to do a thing is shown, than the 14th of January
but the whys and wherefores are given. The book has to be of avail.
no dry and uninteresting pieces. Every piece is espe¬
Groves’ Dictionary has
cially arranged for the Reed Organ ; they are not Piano
music, nor are they Pipe organ pieces. Furthermore, a fifth volume has been
the pieces are arranged to bring out the best effects that to the four volumes; this
en
m.
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the reed organ is capable of so finely giving. In short, $2.50. The work has be
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this book treats the feed organ as a Reed Organ, the attractive style, it is bo
with gilt tops, which are
music all being arranged on that basis. Many new and
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Organ Touch ” is taught, a hitherto neglected feature price to dealers; and th
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in the study of this favorite instrument. Touch, as here Not a more handsome pr
«
,
taught, makes the player far superior to the ordinary per¬ made than these five volu
former on this instrument. He will have none of the
lifeless and dragging style, or lack of style, that is so
common, but, on the contrary, his playing will be full of
vivacity,.snap and life, and withal, effectively expres¬
sive. The left hand is especially developed.
Evdyy
feature of technic is unfolded by beautiful pieces, thus
doing away with a long series of dry and taste-destroying
exercises. . Scales and arpeggios are presented interest¬
ingly, and for a practical purpose, thus appealing to the
pupil’s hmbition. Mason’s “ Touch and Technic ” is
applied to the development of a fine reed organ touch.
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Why, not, then, advise and urge every one to undergo
this piece of surgery ?
In the first place, then, this ligament was placed in
the hand by an all-wise Creator for a useful purpose,
namely, to support and strengthen the outer or weak
side of the hand for manual labor and the general battle
of life. Now, although manual labor as such is abjured
by the pianist, he encounters plenty of modern music
which taxes all the strength and resources of the hand.
In the second place, the operation is not necessary for
fine piano playing. The world has gotten on without it
for all these centuries, and has not lacked for pianists,
and very fine ones. The best pianists of to-day, and
possessed of the most even and liquid technique, know
nothing personally of it.
They have met and conquered a variety of difficulties,
and among them this of the ring finger.
Recognizing certain things as essential to be accom¬
plished, they have simply accomplished them.
Free and elastic movement of all the fingers is attained
only by closest attention and unremitting practice.
.Indeed, the fourth finger is frequently brought by
patient exercise to rise as high above the hand level as
the second, and this even in unpromising hands.
This, as all other finger training, is specially facilitated
by apparatus such as the technieon.
And, after all, we must not lose sight of the fact that
the piano is played by striking the fingers downward
with the flexor muscles, unless we prefer the method
with which Moscheles used occasionally to astonish his
pupils, viz., inverting the hands"and playing with the
finger joints. Evidently, the lifting of the finger upward
is only that we may the better strike it downward. To
this end, it is really not essential that any finger should
lift very high. No better or stronger stroke is secured
by doing so. A gyninast may run some twelve feet to
acquire the force and spring for jumping over a rope four
feet high.
He will run no fartherixrjump one five feet or even to
ju&p over a house. One inch from the key is ordinarily
enough for lifting any finger-tip, while the others press
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new and still more and more complicated rhythm, or in
the direction of still more and more intricate dissonance,
or by returning to the simple and sensuous rhythmical
gyrations of the human voice, need not be here discussed.
Rhythm is the first thing which appeals to a savage.
Witness the Abyssinian tom-tom, the war dance of the
Aztec, the rattling castanet of the African and the hollow
log drum of the American Indian. Rhythm is also one
of the finest results of the keenest intellect when be¬
stowed upon music—witness, for example, the fugues of
Bach—and is often one of the most marked character¬
istics of a new and original genius. Witness the con¬
stant and rhythmical peculiarities of Robert Schumann.
The word symmetry means measuring together, and
thus casts at once a flash of electric light upon the
essential nature of rhythm ; it is the measuring of things
together. When we speak of a tone as being rhythmical
we do. not mean that it is of any given length, as related
to a minute, but that it is of a certain proportionate
length as related to other tones immediately before or
after, or simultaneous.
Just here arises a grqat confusion in the minds of all
students ; confusion which the metronome helps to clear
away.
The names of tones,,whole notes, half notes, quarter
notes, etc., are names based upon relative length. They
do not, in any degree whatsoever indicate the absolute
length of-a tone. It may often happen that in one com¬
position a half note is shorter than a quarter in another,
and there are not wanting extreme cases in which the
whole note in one work is not longer than an eighth in
another.
There is a good deal of arbitrary usage of noting tones
as to the question of length, which, among other abuses,
ought to be wholly done away with and abolished. It
tends to confusion in a pupil’s mind. Absolute length
of tones must always be determined by comparison, as
the metronome makes it, with the minute.
When you see a metronome marked 72 it means that
that there are. 72 beats in a minute, or the mark 120, that
is 120 beats in a minute, or a beat each half second.
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them too early in his course. The pupil should have
considerable skill before learning, them. As pupils differ
so much, no definite time can be given for commencing
them ; but the average pupil can undertake scale playing
at about the beginning of his, third term of lessons.
publisher of The Etude makes an uncommonly
liberal offer to our readers for clubbing rateB with other
papers and magazines. See the list in another column,
and make your selections, and send to The Etude office,
thus saving largely in the cost and in the risk of sending
to each publisher through the mails.
The

Music teachers have some unpleasant experiences.
Not the least of their trials come from pupils who are
never satisfied with the pieces that the teacher gives
them. Some pupils think that they should have a more
difficult piece, and perhaps show impatience at the pros¬
pect of having tp take a piece “that is so easy ; ” yet no
mistake is more often made , than in attempting music
entirely beyond the pupil’s ability to learn. It is not the
piece so much as the manner of its performance that
makes the pleasing effect. Those essential qualities,
freedom and certainty, can be secured only by studying
music easily within the pupil's grade. If the pupil is
ambitious, let him learn easier pieces thoroughly well, as
a stepping stone to the' more difficult. Deppe says:
“ When you wish to spring over a mountain, first jump
over little mounds.”

It is generally supposed that parents have their chil¬
dren take music lessons for the purpose of learning to
perform music. Yet they often seriously object to the
teacher giving a sufficient amount of music to make the
lessons a success. Not stopping to think that the tuition
money is lost if the pupil does not have something to
play and practice upon. In many other instances, {he
mother will bring on a lot of old music that she used to
play, or that some older member of the family has
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